RESOLUTION ON THE NAMING OF GABRIEL KOTLIAR
AS BOARD OF GOVERNORS PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

WHEREAS, the nomination of Gabriel Kotliar to be named Board of Governors Professor by the Department of Physics, Faculty of Arts and Sciences-New Brunswick, has been endorsed by Professor by Holly M. Smith, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences-New Brunswick and Philip Furmanski, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs, and approved by Richard L. McCormick, President of the University; and

WHEREAS, Professor Kotliar has been acclaimed in the documented testimonies of internationally distinguished experts for his steady and creative contributions to the theory of correlated electron phenomena; for his seminal and continuing contributions to dynamic mean field theory; and for his leadership in developing new computational tools to solve complex problems; and

WHEREAS, Professor Kotliar had been recognized for his influential and broad contributions in both the theory and phenomenology of real materials, as evidenced by his numerous publications across a wide range of topics, his many prestigious awards and grants, including election to the American Physical Society; his excellence in teaching and mentoring students; and for his leadership in scholarly collaboration and in professional organizations;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Governors of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey names Gabriel Kotliar as Board of Governors Professor of Physics, effective April 8, 2004.
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